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Abstract 

The cooling system of gas turbine blades understanding and improvement is increasing desires for computational techniques which can 
accurately model the flow field and heat transfer characteristics of blade cooling passage designs under realistic operating conditions. The 
present study discusses the comparisons between modeling and measuring gas turbine blade-cooling applications of the flow development 
and heat transfer in a stationary square cross-sectioned U-bend of strong curvature of Rc/D=0.65. A turbulence model of the differential 
stress model (DSM) is used in combination with three different wall treatments such as a standard form of the wall function (SWF), an 
analytical wall function (AWF) and a numerical wall function (NWF). The combination of DSM with the numerical wall function 
(DSM/NWF) has improved markedly the Nusselt number predictions along the outer wall after the bend exit, but did not show any other 
distinctive predictive advantages over the other DSM models.  
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1. Introduction 

Gas turbine cooling technology is complex and varies among manufacturers. Blade cooling is accomplished through a 
combination of external and internal cooling techniques. External film cooling involves blowing compressor bypass air 
through small holes in the surface of the blade, particularly along the leading edge. Internal cooling involves passing the 
compressed air through the serpentine channel inside the blade. Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows the common cooling 
techniques used presently in the industry. Gas turbine cooling technology is complex and varies among manufacturers. 
Blade cooling is accomplished through a combination of external and internal cooling techniques. External film cooling 
involves blowing compressor bypass air through small holes in the surface of the blade, particularly along the leading edge. 
Internal cooling involves passing the compressed air through the serpentine channel inside the blade. Figure 1 and Figure 2 
shows the common cooling techniques used presently in the industry. 
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Fig. 1. The schematic of a modern gas turbine blade with 

common cooling technique. 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 2. The geometry of stationary U-bend under investigation.

Both hydraulic and the thermal field within the cooling passage are strongly 3D, very complicated flow features, 
containing regions of strong acceleration, flow separation and secondary motion. Comprehensive information of the flow 
and heat transfer in internal cooling can be very essential for design new generation of gas turbine. To gain such information 
experimentally however can be very difficult and expensive. The other method for producing the details of heat and flow 
field is to solve the governing equations of the flow and energy numerically. As flows in internal cooling is turbulent, the 
prediction requires the use of mathematical models of turbulence that reproduce the effect of separation, streamline 
curvature and rotation on the turbulence field and also to be sensitive to the effects of the Coriolis force. Flow field and heat 
transfer in real turbine blade-cooling passages is not only affected by the rotation of the blade, but also by the presence of 
U-bends of strong curvature and heat transfer-enhancing-ribs.  

The prediction of flow and heat transfer through passages that are pertinent to blade cooling applications has thus been 
the subject of numerous investigations [1-5]. Previous work has indicated that the use of standard k-  eddy-viscosity models 

curvature and flow separation. The differential stress model (DSM) of Launder et.al [6] is thus tested in the present paper, 
although k-  eddy-viscosity models (EVM) results are also shown for comparison. Since there are significant transport 
effects on the near wall turbulence, standard wall functions are not generally accurate in such a flow. However, the 
alternative of fully-resolving the boundary layers, using low-Reynolds number turbulence models, can lead to prolonged 
computing times and expensive in the industrial environment. This is especially true if structured Cartesian meshes are 
employed, due to the fact that the fine grid near the walls extends into the main flow domain. An alternative approach, 
explored here, is to use a wall function that can accurately approximate the near wall turbulence transport.   

2. Numerical Methods 

Simulation of Turbulent Reynolds-averaged Equations for All Mach number of Lien & Leschnizer [7], STREAM is a 
three-dimensional, fully elliptic, turbulent flow solver which employs a fully collocated (non-staggered), non-orthogonal 
and body-fitted grid system. It uses the SIMPLE pressure-correction algorithm and the UPWIND, QUICK and UMIST 
convection schemes. Both steady and unsteady flows can be analysed and mass-weighted averaging can be activated if 
compressibility effects are significant. Additional equations for total enthalpy or temperature, turbulent kinetic energy, 
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds stresses are solved subsequently. In the present study therefore, 
two different turbulence models are considered: the high-Reynolds number linear k- [8] and the differential 
stress model (DSM) [6]. Furthermore, these two turbulence models are used in combination with three different wall 
treatments: a standard form of the wall function (hereafter denoted SWF) [9], an analytical wall function (denoted AWF) 
[10], and a numerical wall function (denoted NWF) [11].  

The new wall function strategy presented here employs a grid similar to that used with a standard high Reynolds number 
model treatment (with a large near wall cell) which is used to calculate source terms similar to those approximated in 
standard treatments (such as the wall shear stress, , the average turbulence energy production, kP  and average 
dissipation,  over the cell). The main difference between numerical wall function and standard treatment is that the 
numerical wall function does not use any assumed profiles of velocity or length scale. Instead, the turbulence parameters 
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and mean flow profiles are numerically solved across the near wall cells from solving simplified transport equations using a 
fine subgrid spanning the wall adjacent control volume and shown in Figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Subgrid arrangement within near wall main grid control volume [11]. 

Furthermore, the numerical wall function differs from standard low Reynolds number treatments in that it decouples the 
numerical solution of the near wall region from that of the main region of the flow domain and also because it does not 
involve the solution of the pressure correction equation over the subgrid. As a result, numerical wall function does not suffer 
from slow convergence problems of a full low-Re calculation. In order to obtain a simplified transport equation, a number 
of assumptions have been made within the subgrid i.e. diffusion parallel to the wall is ignored in comparison to that normal 
to the wall, only momentum components which are parallel to the wall are solved and also the pressure gradient is assumed 
to be constant across the near wall grid cell. In 2D Cartesian coordinates the transport equations which are solved across the 
subgrid.  

The wall normal V-velocity in the near wall cell is calculated via continuity across the subgrid as in a conventional 
boundary layer procedure and is scaled to ensure that the subgrid V-velocity at the outer edge of the subgrid, this 
phenomenon is shown in Figure 3. It is consistent with the main grid wall normal velocity at that location. The dicretized 
subgrid transport equations are solved using a tri-diagonal matrix algorithm (TDMA). One sweep of the subgrid TDMA is 
performed for each main grid iteration, so that the subgrid solution converges as the main grid solution converges. 
Following each sub grid iteration, wall function parameters are calculated: wall shear stress, average source and sink terms 
in the k  and ~  equations and wall temperature Twall, or wall heat flux, qwall. These wall function parameters are then 
applied as source term in the main grid wall adjacent cells following the conventional wall function approach. Low-
Reynolds-number terms are included in the equations solved in the main grid, so that near wall cell size become small. 
Moreover, in a stagnant flow region where turbulent Reynolds numbers are locally small even in the primary grid, the 
turbulent model is still able to cope. 

3. Computational Grids and Boundary Conditions. 

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) shows a body fitted grid consisting of 103 planes in the streamwise direction, 34 nodes across the 
duct and 18 from the symmetry plane to the top wall. Along the streamwise direction (x-direction) 103 planes were divided 
into four different regions: 13 were used in the upstream tangent, 15 in the first half of U bend, 25 in the second half of the 
U bend and the remaining 50 in the downstream tangent. A symmetrical non uniform grid is employed along the y- and z-
direction which produced a fine distribution of grid nodes near the north-south and top bottom wall. Furthermore, the grid 
spacing expands linearly with the distance from the wall surfaces to the middle of the cross-section. In general, the 
conditions at symmetry boundary are: i) no mean flow rate across the boundary and ii) no scalar flux across the boundary. In 
the implementation, normal velocities are set to zero at a symmetry boundary and the value of all other variables at the 
boundary are set to those at the nearest cell inside the computational domain. Moreover, the discretised transport equations 
the zero flux condition normal to the boundary is applied by setting the appropriate coefficient to zero. In all cases, a pre-
calculation in a straight duct was carried out in order to generate fully developed, upstream inlet boundary condition and 
thermal conditions.  
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(a)  
 

 

(b)            
                            (i)                              (ii) 

Fig. 4. Grid Distribution of (a) Cross section (34x18) (b) Streamwise direction ( (i) 104x34, (ii) 104x18) 

4. Results and Discussion. 

Footnotes For experimental data, both for flow field [12] and heat transfer [13] with which the present computational 
results are compared were performed at UMIST. The radius of curvature to hydraulic diameter ratio, Rc/D is 0.65 and the 
diameter of the square cross sectioned bend is 50mm. The flow Reynolds number based on the streamwise bulk velocity and 
the hydraulic diameter, is 100,000 for the mean flow measurements and 95,000 for the heat transfer experiment. Laser 
Doppler Anemometry (LDA) was used to obtain the flow measurement. The upstream straight section of the model was 
about 9D which relatively long enough to allow the flow at the bend entry to be practically developed. The downstream 
straight section was 11D. Water was used as the working fluid under nearly constant temperature, 20ºC. The number of 
control-volume cells is 104 x 34 x 18. 

Comparisons of the local Nusselt number contours are shown in Figure 5a and 5b. The measurements show that, in the 
upstream section, the Nusselt number levels along both walls are fairly uniform with the averaged value being about 225. 
All predictions agree qualitatively with the data on these general features except that, near the duct corners, all models show 
a reduction in the Nusselt number and thus lower than measurement there.  Into the bend, the overall level of the measured 
Nusselt number starts to increase as the flow accelerates along the outer wall. DSM/SWF and EVM/SWF predicts that the 
increase in Nusselt number near the outer wall starts further downstream compared to other models, probably due to 
standard wall function equation not able to respond to the effect of streamwise pressure gradient. The Nusselt number 
continues to increase along the centreline of the outer wall, caused by the secondary motion and reaching a maximum at 
about halfway down the end wall. At this location, the cool fluid from near the duct centre impingement along the centerline 
of the outer wall. As a result, this fluid heats up as it moves out to the corner regions, leading to reduction in the heat 
transfer coefficient in the two corners. It is observed that, the DSM models clearly improves the prediction, particularly in 
the vicinity of the outer corner regions, where EVM models had considerably over-estimate the heat transfer levels about 
40%. In the downstream region, the level of Nusselt number near the outer wall is predicted to rise. At three diameters 
downstream of the bend which is a region of streamwise acceleration, the measurement indicate that heat transfer 
coefficients generate a maximum value more than double that prevailing upstream, the predictions of all suggest a 
maximum location about one diameter downstream with wider region than measured ones. At this position, the Nusselt 
number is seriously over-estimated by all models employed more than 100%. One possible explanation is difficulty in 
capturing so-called relaminarization [14] that occurs along the outer wall, during process of flow acceleration. Beyond this 
point, as the flow along the outer wall starts to slow down and the turbulence levels begin to reduce, the high Nusselt 
number level also start to f
data, but the predicted values not as far as in the experimental data. Moreover, after six diameters downstream of the bend, 
the corresponding experiment data shows that the Nusselt number is still more than 50 percent higher than upstream. 
DSM/NWF and EVM/NWF results are slightly closer agreement with the data at this location. 

On the other hand, along the inner wall, the Nusselt number levels rise very rapidly after the bend exit, similar to those 
along the outer wall. In contrast to the measured distribution along the outer wall, along the inner wall, the Nusselt numbers 
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in the corner regions are higher than those the centerline. From the bend exit, about one diameter downstream, all models 
returned similar predictions which show that the values of Nusselt numbers at the symmetry line higher than those near the 
top wall. However, the measurement data seem to suggest otherwise. About two diameters downstream of the bend exit, 
which is very close to reattachment point, the Nusselt numbers reaching their maximum values. At this region, the value of 
Nusselt number predicted by all models considerably under-estimated. As fluid moves toward the duct centre, it is heated 
and also slowed down by the inner wall, causing a strong reduction in wall heat transfer. At about three diameters 
downstream of the bend the corresponding experimental data suggest variation in Nusselt number between the centerline 
and the corner regions at the inner wall is about 60 percent. All the predictions agree qualitatively with the data on the 
features. Further downstream, the Nusselt number levels along the inner wall start to fall. Moreover, even after six diameters 
downstream from the bend exit, as for the outer wall, the Nusselt number levels still are considerably higher than the 
upstream region. At this location, all models tested substantially under-estimate the Nusselt numbers. 

Figure 5 shows streamwise distributions of side averaged Nusselt number on the inner and outer walls of the bend. The 
higher measured levels of the heat transfer in the upstream section are probably due to the flow which is not having been 
fully developed at the entry. With attention first focused on the inner wall, it is seen that, both EVM and DSM models are 
similar and slightly lower than corresponding experimental data. This predictive deficiency is probably caused by the 
differences in defining the reference temperature scale and in determining the inlet flow conditions between experiment and 
computation. Along the inner wall the within the bend experimental data are not available. In the second half of the bend 
and in downstream region, The DSM/NWF model returns maximum average Nusselt numbers at about two diameters 
downstream, and this brings the prediction closer to the measurement, while other models have their maximum average 
Nusselt number occur at about three diameters downstream. The peak value of DSM/NWF model is excellent agreement 
with the data. Further downstream, the averaged Nusselt number along the inner wall start to diminish. At this stage, all 
models generate similar averaged Nusselt numbers, though DSM/SWF model and DSM/AWF model are in good accord 
with the data. These results clearly show that the averaged Nusselt numbers are consistent with those for local Nusselt 
numbers as shown earlier. 

In the vicinity of the bend, the predicted averaged Nusselt number starts to increase towards the outer side, as the 
measured ones do. The measured data touch their maximum average Nusselt numbers value about 440 at three diameters 
downstream of the bend exit. About one diameter downstream of the bend exit, predicted reaches their peak value of 
average Nusselt number. At this region, the computations return greatly over-predicted of average Nusselt number about 
1.72, 1.52, 1.45, 1.59, 1.42 and 1.36 times higher than experimental data for the EVM/NWF model, EVM/AWF model, 
EVM/SWF model, DSM/NWF model, DSM/AWF model and DSM/SWF model, respectively. Further downstream of the 

very much similar. Moreover, it is seen that, good agreements are achieved between the predictions and the measurements, 
though, further downstream, it is slightly worse.  
 

 
 
 

 

So far in the present study, DSM/NWF model has reproduced reasonable predictions of the heat transfer features 
especially at the inner wall and outer wall of the bend exit in comparison to other models used. It is of interest, to explore 

dashed curve: DSM/AWF, solid curve: DSM/NWF, thin dashed curve : DSM/SWF 
open circle: UMIST exp. [13] 

 
Fig. 5. Comparisons of side-average Nusselt number distributions for  (a) DSM and respective wall functions (b) EVM and respective wall functions. 
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whether more elaborate treatments of DSM/NWF model, can improve the prediction in such manner. In the previous 
prediction of DSM/NWF model, the subgrid nodes were divided into 20 thin slices, while in the new version of DSM/NWF 
model (hereafter denoted DSM/NWF2), the subgrid nodes were divided into 40 thin slices. The DSM/NWF2 model is 
expected to work better in separation flow. Both approaches were tested and compared with the experimental data as shown 
in Figure 6. The introduction of the more elaborate wall function, WF2, have improved the prediction of the average Nusselt 
number levels returned by DSM/NWF along the outer wall at the bend exit by 24%. However, after three diameters 
downstream of the bend exit DSM/NWF model performed better than DSM/NWF2 model but the predicted values still 

predictions are very much similar. Both models under-estimated the average Nusselt numbers level from the bend exit up to 
two diameters from the bend exit. Generally, therefore, the above comparisons suggest that, there is no significant different 
between DSM/NWF2 model and DSM/NWF model. The most important feature of the heat transfer predictions of 
DSM/NWF2 is that, along the outer wall at the bend exit the discrepancy between prediction and the measurement data of 
average Nusselt numbers level has been reduced from about 56% to about 32%. In addition, the DSM/NWF2 calculation 
took longer time compared to DSM/NWF calculation. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

5. Conclusions 

The comparisons presented here establish how effective high-Reynolds-number models are in computations of complex, 
three dimensional flows that are relevant to blade-cooling applications. The cases considered only for stationary blade 
which contain important feature encountered in blade-cooling passages, namely strong curvature. While agreement with 
experimental data cannot be said to be complete, the second-moment closure (DSM) consistently produced more realistic 
flow and heat transfer predictions than the widely used effective-viscosity model (EVM). This confirms the findings of 
earlier studies that in complex flows with streamline curvature and flow separation, the anisotropy of the turbulence field 
strongly influences the flow and thermal development. At least some of the remaining differences, between the predictions 
and the experimental data are caused by the use of the wall function approach. The development of more refined wall 
functions as presented here may be a more promising route to follow. On the other hand, more elaborate DSM with 
numerical wall function (DSM/NWF2) has improves markedly the Nusselt number predictions, but did not show distinctive 
predictive advantages over the other DSM models.  

dashed curve: DSM/NWF2, solid curve: DSM/NWF, open circle: UMIST exp. [13] 
 

Figure 6: Comparisons of side-average Nusselt number distributions for 40 thin slices 
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